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Abstract

Introduction:Composite scales have been advanced as primary outcomes in early stage

Alzheimer’s disease trials, and endorsed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) for pivotal trials. They are generally composed of several neurocognitive sub-

scales andmay include clinical and functional activity scales.

Methods: We summarized the development of 12 composite scales intended as out-

comes for clinical trials and assessed their characteristics.

Results: Composite scales have been constructed from past observational and clinical

trial databases by selecting components of individual neuropsychological tests previ-

ously used in clinical trials. The atheoretical approaches to combining scales into a com-

posite scale that have often been used risk omitting clinically important measures and

somay include redundant, irrelevant, or noncontributory tests. The deliberate combin-

ing of neurocognitive scales with functional activity scales provides arbitrary weight-

ings that alsomaybe clinically irrelevant or obscure change in a particular domain. Basic

psychometric information is lacking for most of the composites.

Discussion: Although composite scales are desirable for pivotal clinical trials because

they, in principle, provide for a single, primary outcome combining neurocognitive

and/or functional domains, they have substantial limitations, including their common

derivations, inattention to basic psychometric principles, redundancy, absence of alter-

nate forms, and, arguably, the inclusion of functional measures in some. In effect, any

currently used composite is undergoing validation through its use in a trial. The assump-

tion that a composite, by its constructionalone, ismore likely thanan individualmeasure

todetect aneffect fromanyparticular drug and that the effect ismore clinically relevant

or valid has not been demonstrated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, the idea of composite scales for primary outcomes for early

stage Alzheimer’s disease (AD) clinical trials has generated outsized

interest. Composites generally include several neurocognitive sub-

scales alone or with functional activity scales that are combined into

a single summary score. This approach has been proposed by ad hoc

expert panels for preclinical, prodromal, and mild AD trials.1 This may

have been spurred by the concerns of experts in the field and phar-

maceutical company sponsors that the established co-primary efficacy

outcome criteria for regulatory purposes2,3 and supported by the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) were too strict for use in early

stage trials where little longitudinal change occurs over the course of

the trials.

The FDA offered draft guidance for early stage AD (Guidance for

Industry Alzheimer’s Disease: Developing Drugs for the Treatment of

Early Stage Disease4,5) that allowed for the possible use of compos-

ite outcomes, stating that they would consider a "composite" outcome,

defined as a combined cognitive and functional outcome, as the single

primary outcome for efficacy in prodromal AD trials (ie, mild cognitive

impairment due to AD), but not inmild AD (usually defined as probable

AD6 with Mini-Mental Status Examination [MMSE] scores from 20 to

26).Moreover, for the concept of preclinical AD (pragmatically defined

as little or no cognitive impairment and a positive amyloid biomarker),

the FDA would consider a single cognitive outcome (which could be a

neuropsychological test or battery of tests) as the sole efficacy crite-

rion for accelerated approval. A more recent FDA non-binding draft

document (2018) stages early AD in more detail and is described in

Table 1.7 The European Medicines Agency (EMA) has also suggested

use of a composite consisting of cognitive and functional measures in

clinical trials of prodromalAD.8 TheEMAdidnotmake furtherormore-

specific recommendations. They did note broadly that other measures

of cognition, including executive functions and instrumental activities,

could be used as secondary outcomes.

Perhaps as a result of industry perspective, comments from regu-

lators, and the general movement of the field to initiate trials at the

earliest identifiable stages of AD, a number of test batteries calling

themselves "composite" instruments have been introduced into early

stage AD trials. In psychological assessment science, the term compos-

ite score has multiple meanings. These include overlap with general

intellectual ability, construction of domain-specific sets of tests (eg, a

memory composite comprising several different memory tests), spe-

cific tests that include a wide variety of individual items from different

domains that yield an overall index of ability (eg, MMSE, Alzheimer’s

Disease Assessment Scale - Cognitive Subscale [ADAS-Cog]11,13,14)

that include such variedmeasures as word list recall, naming, following

commands, constructional praxis, ideational praxis, orientation, word

recognition, word finding, test direction set, spoken language, serial

subtraction, mazes, number cancellation, and delayed memory, as well

as broad multi-domain test batteries that yield an overall summary

score.Herewe refer to a composite test as one that assaysmultiple domains

of cognition and function through use of discrete subtests, and then averages

Highlights

• Novel aggregations of cognitive and functional measures

have been created for use in early stage Alzheimer’s dis-

ease clinical trials.

• The resulting composites often have redundant tests, lack

psychometric data, ormay be prone to practice effect con-

founds, and are generally not validated prior to a trial.

• It is unlikely that they are better than or improve on indi-

vidual tests or domain-based factor scores.

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review:We identified 12 composites based on

literature searches in clinical trials.gov and PubMed as of

June 2019. We also utilized Vellas et al. (2015),1 Morta-

mais et al. (2016),11 and our own specialized knowledge

of the literature to identify composites.

2. Interpretation: Some recent early stage Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (AD) trials have relied on cognitive or cogni-

tive/functional aggregates of individual tests and sub-

tests. These have been implemented without attention

to psychometrics, redundancy of measures, validity, and

practice effects. The implications of such measures have

not been considered in terms of empirical comparison to

individual or domain-specific factors, or cognitive archi-

tecture more generally. Use of the measures appears to

reflect a “validation by fire” approach.

3. Future directions: We suggest more careful attention to

test selection and psychometrics in the construction of

composites and testing of composites in several samples

prior to use in a pivotal clinical trial.

the standard score means from these subtests to yield an overall score. We

restrict our review to “composites” that meet this criterion.

In addition, relevant to this review are several older measures.

The Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological

Syndromes (RBANS) was also designed and co-normed as a single

test. In the RBANS, the “total scale” composite index score is derived

from five domain scores, each contributing equally to the total score

(immediate memory, delayed memory, language, attention, visual spa-

tial/construction). It includes detailed psychometric information, four

alternate forms (2012manual), and is used in the European Prevention

of Alzheimer’s Dementia Consortium registry.9

The Neuropsychological Test Battery (NTB) has been promoted in

various forms for use in AD.10 It originally comprised multiple tests

of verbal and visual memory and executive function, used a composite

z-score derived from nine individual test measures (WechslerMemory
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TABLE 1 FDADraft Guidelines (2018) for Staging Early Alzheimer’s Disease andMeasuring Change

Stage 2: Patients with characteristic pathophysiologic changes of AD and subtle detectable abnormalities on sensitive neuropsychological measures,

but no functional impairment. Use of measures suggested for Stage 3 but in a trial of sufficient duration to observe decline, may be a necessity. The

emergence of subtle functional impairment signals a transition to Stage 3.

Stage 3: Patients with characteristic pathophysiologic changes of AD, subtle ormore apparent detectable abnormalities on sensitive neuropsychological

measures, andmild but detectable functional impairment. The functional impairment in this stage is not severe enough to warrant a diagnosis of overt

dementia. The FDA emphasizes the sensitivity of both cognitive and functional measures, or an integrated instrument, for this stage.

Stage 4: Patients with overt dementia. This diagnosis is made as functional impairment worsens from that seen in Stage 3. Of relevance to this

manuscript are Stages 2 and 3with the FDA focus on sensitive cognitive and functional instruments. As will be seen below, this is themotivation for

composite instruments.

Scale visual immediate,WechslerMemory Scale verbal immediate, Rey

Auditory Verbal Learning Test [RAVLT] immediate, Wechsler Memory

Digit Span, Controlled Word Association Test, Category Fluency Test,

Wechsler Memory Scale visual delayed, Wechsler Memory Scale

verbal delayed, and RAVLT delayed—comprising summed delayed

recall and recognition performance components10). It was validated

in data from a single AD clinical trial (N = 372 subjects). It had high

test-retest reliability and an interpretable factor structure (mem-

ory/executive). The tests themselves were established and existing

clinical neuropsychological measures. It should be noted that there

are multiple versions of the NTB that differ from each other in test

selection, apparently on an ad hoc basis.

Another level to the composite definition has been added by the

FDA. As above, the FDA’s draft guidelines consider tests that combine

measures of cognitive function and everyday function as composites

for use in prodromal AD. Unfortunately, they provide only one example

for such a composite, namely the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale Sum

of Boxes (CDR-SB) that can be used for regulatory purposes as a single

primary efficacy measure for pivotal clinical trials in patients with

prodromal AD. The FDA has been silent on the use of composites

for preclinical AD except to state that they would consider allowing a

cognitive assessmentalone (ie, “isolatedcognitivemeasure”) as theeffi-

cacy test for accelerated marketing approval of a drug for preclinical

AD.

In succeeding sectionswediscuss someof the issues associatedwith

this approach, including the conceptual and scientific basis of compos-

ites, their reported psychometric properties (if any), and what exactly

a composite may mean in terms of its implications for understanding a

treatment response.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS (SEARCH
STRATEGY)

We identified 12 newer composites using literature searches in clini-

cal trials.gov and PubMed as of September 1, 2017: composite AND

preclinical AD; composite AND MCI; composite AND prodromal AD.

In clinicaltrials.gov we generated a list of possibly relevant studies by

a search conditioned by the following term: Alzheimer’s and outcome

and composite. We also utilized Vellas et al. (2015),1 Mortamais et al.

(2016),11 and our own specialized knowledge of the literature to iden-

tify composites.

Weoperationally defined composites as instruments that combined

several clinical tests of multiple domains and a derived single outcome

score (eg, z-score), and wherein the instrument was proposed for or

used in a clinical trial for preclinical, prodromal, ormildADpopulations.

We do not discuss efforts to improve sensitivity of individual scales

through item-response theory or Rasch statistics, and we do not com-

ment on composites based on a single cognitive domain.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Overview of trials using composites in
clinicaltrials.gov

Of the 64 trials our searches yielded and listed in Supplement 1, a total

of 23 were not relevant because they did not use composites of cog-

nitivemeasures, did not pertain to the appropriate diagnostic group, or

didnot includean identifiable composite of any sort (Items1, 13, 22, 26,

27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 42, 46, 48, 52, 53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 63, and

64). Of the remaining trials, three used the Alzheimer’s Prevention Ini-

tiative (API) composite, two the RBANS, two the Preclinical Alzheimer

Cognitive Composite (PACC), one the Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer

Network (DIAN), and one the Alzheimer’s Disease Composite Score

(ADCOMS) (see previous and subsequent text for detailed descriptions

of these composites). The majority of trials did not list the tests in the

composite being used as an outcome. Multiple other trials (Items 6, 7,

8, 9, 16, 19, 31, 34, 39, 41, and63) used a “composite” of a single domain

(eg, a memory composite, an executive composite). Although these did

not conform to our definition of a composite, their relatively wide use

may be of interest to the reader.

3.2 Characterization of individual composite
measures: descriptions and comments

We selected 11 composites for discussion based on published work

that included descriptions of the measures being used and at least

some information on selection criteria for individual tests and psycho-

metric properties and validation procedures of the composite. These

descriptions of select composites may have utility for the reader in

understanding generally potential strengths and limitations as the field

moves forward in implementing these tests in trials. The final list of
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TABLE 2 List of older andmore recent composites and their test construction parameters

Test Derivation Orientation CDR MMSE

Verbal list

Mem

Story

Mem

Coding

(Digit Sym)

Psychometric

description

Alter.

form Function

RBANS12 Rational ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

NTB10,11 Rational ✓ ✓

PACC13 Sensitivity ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

IADRS14 Rational ✓ ✓ ✓

ADCOMS15 Sensitivity ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TOMM16 Rational ✓

DIAN TU17 Rational ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

API APOE18 Sensitivity ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

API ADAD19 Sensitivity ✓ ✓

ZAVEN20 Rational ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CCS 3D21 Rational ✓ ✓ ✓

AIBL22 Sensitivity ✓ ✓ ✓

GuidAge23 Rational ✓ ✓ ✓

MAPT24 Rational ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

RBANS12, Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Syndromes; NTB10,11, Neuropsychological Test Battery; PACC13, Preclinical

Alzheimer Cognitive Composite; IADRS14, Integrated Alzheimer’s Disease Rating Scale; ADCOMS15, Alzheimer’s Disease Composite Score; TOMM16, The

TOMMORROW Study; DIAN TU17, Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network Trial; API APOE18, Alzheimer’s Prevention Initiative Apolipoprotein E; API

ADAD19, Alzheimer’s Prevention Initiative Autosomal Dominant Alzheimer’s Disease; ZAVEN20, Z-scores of Attention, Verbal fluency, and Episodic memory

forNondemented older adults composite; CCS3D21, CompositeCognition Score-3Domain; AIBL22, Australian ImagingBiomarkers and Lifestyle; GuidAge23,

Long-term use of standardized Ginkgo biloba extract for the prevention of Alzheimer’s disease;MAPT24, Multidomain Alzheimer Prevention Trial.

relevant articles is in Table 2,11–25 where we describe characteristics

of the composites including methods of their derivation, source, tests

included, and availability of psychometric information.

3.3 Critical commentary about the composites

3.3.1 API19

The API composite used an effect size type change score of decline in

PS1 mutation carriers (N = 78) in a large Colombia kindred who were

unimpaired at baseline. Various combinations of sensitivity of individ-

ual variables to decline were examined, although it is unclear how this

was done. Those combinations that were robust across the 2-year and

5-year follow-up periods were included in the final composite, and

a weighting procedure was then employed. The set of tests selected

was the following: MMSE orientation, CERAD naming, CERAD word

recall, CERAD constructional praxis, and Ravens ProgressiveMatrices.

No information about psychometrics (eg, test-retest reliability, normal-

ity of distribution, ceiling, and floor effects), correlations with global

change measures, or function was provided. The composite does not

have alternate forms. No cross-validation was conducted.

3.3.2 API18

A composite was constructed based on longitudinal data from nearly

1100 individuals in various Rush studies including Religious Orders,

Aging, and Minority. Multiple cognitive tests were examined for sensi-

tivity to decline using a mean change to SD (of the change score) ratio,

and various combinations were constructed by systematic comput-

erized search to identify the best “composite” in identifying progres-

sion from normal cognition to clinically diagnosed AD. The final selec-

tion was based not only on combinations that performed well; they

were then evaluated for representation of relevant cognitive domains,

robustness across individual years prior to diagnosis, and occurrence

of selected items within top performing combinations. The optimal

composite cognitive test score (unweighted) comprised of seven cog-

nitive tests/sub-tests (MMSE time orientation, Ravens, category flu-

ency, symbol digit coding, naming, naming recall, and logical memory

delayed) that combined showed a standardized change over2- and

5-year periods, defined as mean/SD of the change (MSDR) = 0.96.

By comparison, the most sensitive individual test score after covari-

ate adjustment was Logical Memory – Delayed Recall, MSDR = 0.64,

although unadjusted category fluency had an MSDR of .83. Weighting

did not improve sensitivity. Noother psychometric datawere reported.

(Of note, a different composite was alluded to on the clinicaltrials.gov

website for theAPIAPOE4 trial; it consisted of theRBANS,MMSE, and

Ravens with subtests unspecified).

3.3.3 ADCOMS15

Selection of tests was based on an effect-size type measure over the

course of an amnestic MCI trial. After this initial phase the variables

were used to predict progression, that is, the length of the trial in a
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partial least-squares regression. The outcome is arguably appropriate

but results in some restriction of range. Use of the regression is

unusual because it is generally applied in situations when multiple

dependent measures are examined. In addition, it does not eliminate

redundant predictor variables as might a stepwise linear regression.

Partial least-squares coefficients served as weights in the validation

sample for the following variables: ADAS-Cog memory, word finding,

and orientation; MMSE orientation and drawing; and CDR-SB. Thus,

this composite focuses on orientation and memory. It is unclear

how differentially weighting the three nearly identical orientation

measures affects scoring. The discovery sample consisted of 963

subjects from multiple amnestic MCI studies including Alzheimer’s

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) (N = 405), as well as selected

Pfizer/Eisai trials. The validation groups consisted of amildADplacebo

sample from Alzheimer Disease Cooperative Study (ADCS) (N = 264)

and a donepezil treatment group of N = 469 (Pfizer trial). Two sub-

groupswithin the discovery sample (APOE4 carriers and cerebrospinal

fluid [CSF] amyloid beta [A𝛽]–positive individuals) served as (pseudo-)

validation groups. No information about psychometrics (test-retest

reliability, normality of distribution, ceiling, and floor effects), cor-

relations with global change measures, or function was provided.

The composite does not appear to have alternate forms. A partial

least-squares approach was used to find subsets of tests to group

together and to then quantify sensitivity by seeking the largest

standardized change (ie, MSDR). It is unclear whether other

approaches beyond partial least squares might have been explored.

New results from a phase 2 trial of BAN2401 show that it differed

only trivially in sensitivity to decline compared to the CDR-SB or the

ADAS-Cog.25

3.3.4 PACCA413

The PACC was based on rational determination that sensitivity to

change in preclinical AD would involve episodic memory, executive

function, and orientation. Data were derived from three samples:

ADCS, ADNI, and Australian Imaging Biomarkers and Lifestyle (AIBL).

The ADCS PACC (N = 505 healthy controls) included free and cued

selective reminding, NYU paragraph delayed recall, digit symbol sub-

stitution, andMMSE (total). The AIBL PACC used a different list learn-

ing test (CVLT). ADNI (N = 97) required use of a delayed recall from

ADAS-Cog. No psychometric data were reported but alternate forms

were available for some of the tests (namely verbal memory). No infor-

mation was provided on these alternate forms as to equivalence. The

composite was validated in the cohorts that included amyloid posi-

tive/negative subjects (from ADNI and AIBL). Decline was steeper in

the positive group (N = 87) than in the negative group (N = 274).

Weighting was tested but did not improve fit in the test sample.

Since reports on the PACC were published there have been several

criticisms as well as a replication in the Harvard Aging study.26 The

first has to do with the memory measures used. These have differ-

ent semantic encoding demands and use either delay or total recall.

The second has to do with whether measures should be weighted

unequally or weighted equally after z-scoring. Kryscio27 in examining

the PACC also noted several other problematic features. First, in the

discovery samples, cohorts differed in the exact test used, so substitu-

tions were made, making it difficult to fully establish validity. Second,

practice effects might change slopes differentially between or simply

add noise to placebo and treatment. Thus, the PACC13 that is being

applied in the A4 trial is based on expert opinion and clinical judg-

ment followed by test data validation, as opposed to the training-data-

driven assessments andmodel building that some others have applied;

and substitutes the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised Logical Mem-

ory – Delayed Recall (WMS-R LM II) for the NYU paragraph

delayed recall.

3.3.5 DIAN TU17

The measures included in this composite were the International Shop-

ping List, WMS-R LM II, digit symbol coding, and MMSE (complete).

They were chosen based on reduced ceiling and floor effects, low vari-

ability, and “sensitivity to subtle decline” before clinical diagnosis in

mutation carriers. No data have been provided as yet on details about

psychometrics, cross validation, and so on.

3.3.6 AIBL prodromalMCI22

Burnham studied the rate of decline in 37 MCI subjects who were

amyloid positive in Australian Imaging Biomarkers and Lifestyle (AIBL).

After examining change scores in 27 measures, two measures were

combined for maximum effect: CDR-SB and MMSE (complete). These

were z-scored and weighted equally. Other than demonstrating that

the composite measure was sensitive to decline (in the discovery sam-

ple) it was shown that it could reduce sample sizes in a clinical trial

through increased power. No other psychometrics were provided.

3.3.7 GuidAge23 Composite

The Long-term use of standardized Ginkgo biloba extract for the pre-

vention of Alzheimer’s disease (GuidAge) composite was developed

from 1414 older subjects in a placebo group over 5 years. It included

trails, free and cued selective reminding (alternate forms), and the

MMSE orientation item. These were weighted equally. It was unclear

how they were chosen. The composite predicted change on the CDR

from 0 to 0.5 after 2 or 3 years and progression to AD dementia over 5

years. No other psychometrics were reported.

3.3.8 MAPT24 Composite

A cognitive composite was used in theMultidomain Alzheimer Preven-

tion Trial (MAPT) trial on the effects of omega-3 fatty acids and “multi-

domain” interventionon cognitive decline in 1680non-dementedolder
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subjects. It was similar to the GuidAge composite.23 The composite

consisted of free and cued selective reminding (with two alternate

forms), MMSE orientation, symbol digit coding, and semantic fluency.

It was deemed valid because it was sensitive to APOE status and amy-

loid, although no results were shown. No psychometric information

was provided. Inspection of a results table indicated that tests of speed

and orientationmay have beenmarginally more sensitive to treatment

than the composite as a whole.

3.3.9 ZAVEN20

The Z-scores of Attention, Verbal fluency, and Episodic memory for

Nondemented older adults composite (ZAVEN) was derived from a

group of older controls in AIBL (N = 423) using digit symbol, letter flu-

ency (considered as a test of executive function, though speed of pro-

cessing may be more accurate), CVLT total recall, and logical memory

delayed recall followed up to 6 years. The composite demonstrated

faster decline in amyloid-positive subjects. It also performed better

than the PACC. The ZAVEN demonstrated high test-retest reliability,

but no other psychometric information was provided. No alternate

formswere constructed, nor was a cross-validation group utilized.

3.3.10 CCS-3DMerck21

The Composite Cognition Score-3 Domain (CCS-3D) is calculated as

the mean of three domain z-scores (episodic memory, executive func-

tion, and attention processing). Each of these three-domain z-scores is

calculated as the mean of domain-specific tests (after transformation

to z-scores), as follows:

Episodic Memory: Immediate Word Recall, Delayed Word Recall,

Word Recognition, and Orientation (all from ADAS-Cog); Executive

Function: Digit Span Test (Backwards), Trails B Test, COWAT letter flu-

ency, and CERAD Verbal Fluency Test; Attention/Processing Speed:

Trails A Test, Digit Span Test (Forwards), and digit symbol coding. It was

“designed to cover aspects of cognition notwell assessed by the ADAS-

Cog,” but nevertheless onedomain consists entirely ofADAS-Cogmea-

sures. No other information was provided about psychometric charac-

teristics, alternate forms, or sensitivity.

3.3.11 TOMMORROW16

The following tests were chosen based on “experience in international

studies” of MCI and AD: memory (CVLT-2, Brief Visual Memory Test),

executive function (Trails B, digit span backwards), attention (digit span

forward, Trails A), visual spatial function (Clock, Brief Visual Memory),

language (naming, semantic, and letter fluency). No published informa-

tion is available on psychometric characteristics of the composite. The

individualmemory scaleswereused to assess theonset ofMCI in a clin-

ical trial.

3.3.12 iADRS14

Outcomes from four studies (including the late and early MCI cohorts

of ADNI, and the mild and moderate AD patients included in the two

Expedition trials of solanezumab sponsored by Eli Lilly) were examined

to determine the largest standardized change over 80 weeks to 36

months, depending on the sample, formultiple cognitive and functional

measures. ADAS-Cog 14 and ADCS ADL were selected. These were

weightedunequally basedon the number of items (90 for cognition and

56 for function); this results in cognition having primacy. Psychometric

analyses were confined to a principal components analysis, which

unsurprisingly identified two factors, one cognitive and one functional.

The resulting measure was sensitive to tracking disease progression

and donepezil benefits in an ADCSMCI study. However, it was unclear

if the integrated composite performed better than the ADAS-Cog

alone.

3.4 Recent and older composites: summary

Two older (NTB and RBANS) and 12 newer scales can be compared

(Table 2).10–24 Only the two older composites (NTB and RBANS) and

one of the new composites (ZAVEN) included psychometric infor-

mation. Two included measures of everyday function. The majority

of the new scales do not have alternate forms; alternate forms are

important for reducing practice effects. Those that utilize alternate

forms, do not report on their equivalence or lack thereof. Nearly all

composites included a test of verbal list learning, although the exact

type differed (eg, Selective Reminding, CVLT, AVLT, Shopping List).

WMS Logical Memory for stories was the most widely used episodic

memory test. Most scales used measures of both list learning and

memory for stories. This is a reasonable approach as it has been shown

that memory for stories may be as specific, but less sensitive than,

list learning in identifying MCI subjects28 and their correlation is only

moderate (r= .40, ADNI data, Goldberg unpublished data). In addition,

speed of processing was assessed with digit symbol coding in many of

the newer scales. Nearly all composites used an orientation scale/item

that was obtained from an existing scale, namely, the CDR, ADAS-Cog,

or MMSE. (Indeed, many composites required the extraction of items

from test batteries that were often administered by two or more

clinicians.) To a surprising degree, many the selection criteria for

individuals tests of many composites appear to rely on a process

similar to ratiocination. By this wemean, deliberate, rational reasoning

or argument, perhaps based on old judgment, but uninformed by data.

Very few of the composites used an independent validation sample

after their initial derivation in a “discovery” sample.

4 DISCUSSION

As can be seen by the publication dates in Table 2,10–24 composites

appear to be in a proliferative phase. It remains unclear, however,
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if composites will perform better than assays of individual cognitive

domains (eg, episodicmemory, orientation, executive function). It could

also be said that the CDR, ADAS-Cog, and Mini-Mental State used in

some of the composites above, were themselves constructed as com-

posites. That is, they include items frommultiple cognitive domains (eg,

memory, orientation, language, visual-motor function) combined into a

single test and score. Although they do not meet our criteria of a com-

posite (combining separate tests statistically to yield a single perfor-

mance value), they function as composites. In a sense this a “back to the

future” moment for the field, as they appear to be reprises of mental

status examinations.

Despite the seeming enthusiasm for these instruments, several

lines of potential criticism also need to be considered. First, in bat-

teries based on sensitivity, use of mean change/SD change followed

by subjective selection of tests based on domains and using partial

least-squares regression, the redundancy of the measures are not

taken into account. Rather, surprisingly, none of the composite

development strategies used models such as stepwise regression, a

statistical procedure that attempts to identify largely independent

predictors (ie, non-overlapping and hence not prone to collinearity).

For instance, the ADCOMS has three measures of orientation that

are combined with other tests for its total score. In our own work

we found that orientation, as tested for example, in mental status

examinations, the ADAS-Cog, and the CDR, was a surrogate memory

measure that was highly correlated with neurocognitive measures of

episodic memory.24 We also found it associated with the degree of

integrity of temporal and medial temporal lobe regions.29 It is unclear,

however, if orientation is “better” or different from other memory

measures. Critically, we also demonstrated that from a psychometric

perspective, orientation is particularly ill-suited as a measure in

healthy or relatively healthy controls who are similar to subjects in

preclinical samples because of extreme ceiling effects. Thus, in healthy

controls approximately 80% of subjects score at ceiling and another

17% score 9/10 on theMMSEorientation items. Even in amnesticMCI,

approximately 42% of subjects score at ceiling.

Second, several of the sensitivity-derived composites utilize

weights. Although weights certainly increase “fit” within the discovery

group and in some cases within the validation sample, they might not

increase sensitivity in other cohorts. Weights might also change natu-

ralistically with increasing disease severity. The cohorts used in these

cases were not clinical trials cohorts and perhaps are not likely to be

those in future trials. Third, and potentially impacting on generalizabil-

ity, several of the composites were derived from the same databases,

namely ADNI and AIBL, and also were not clinical trials samples.

Most reports on composite scales have not been overly disciplined

in presentation of important psychometric data. The majority of the

newer composites did not include alternate forms to reduce practice

effects. This is somewhat surprising in that it is now clearly estab-

lished that even older healthy subjects can generate significant prac-

tice effects of an effect size of Cohens d = 0.25 over two to three

assessments.30 Remarkably, this is an effect size observed with mar-

keted cholinesterase inhibitors and planned for inmost recent disease-

modifying trials. As we discussed elsewhere, such practice effects add

to the variance, reduce power, andmayprevent or otherwisemask cog-

nitive scores from aligningwith neurodegenerative or other biomarker

changes. It is also striking that even basic psychometric information

such as test-retest reliability and ceiling and floor effects was often not

reported for the newer instruments.

Furthermore, in our view, what is said by various authors about

test-domain relations is sometimes mischaracterized. Thus, digit sym-

bol coding is frequently considered to be a test of speed of processing

based on factor analytic loadings, not an executive test, or as in one

composite, a test of visual spatial ability. Similarly, letter fluency has

been considered to be an executive test in one composite and a lan-

guagemeasure in another. Thus, claims that one test or another reflect

executive function, or speed, or language (eg, trails, digit symbol, and

fluency) should be backed by a factor analysis or structural equation

modeling, not by simple assertion.

Amore theory-driven interpretation of compositesmay rest on per-

spectives on the structure of cognition, that is, how different elements

of cognition are integrated or modularized to proceed with intelligent

thought, focusedattention, andgoal-directedaction.Composites imply

that multiple tests can be meaningfully aggregated to form an overall

score of cognition. Indeed, over the past 75 years, factor analytic stud-

ies of groups of cognitive tests have generally yielded a robust general

intelligence factor (sometimes called “g”) with a high eigenvalue that

accounts for much of the common variance shared by seemingly dis-

parate tests. In other words, this result suggests that all tests are cor-

related with each other to some degree. As such, a composite measure

is in a position to capture basic cognitive architecture as well as dam-

age to that architecture, for example, in the case of neurodegenera-

tion, which presumably would result in reduction of g. In this view even

the Wechsler IQ test is a composite. It assesses multiple ability areas

utilizing various subtests (eg, language, visual perception, speed, work-

ing memory) that when averaged yield a Full Scale IQ score. Thus, for

proponents of the view that there is a general or g factor that explains

much of the variance in intelligence, composites are a rational way to

measure this construct.

A second reasona compositemaybeadvantageous is empirical. Sev-

eral new composites are based on those tests that demonstrate the

steepest decline (whether due to psychometric sensitivity such as dif-

ficulty level or sensitivity to neurobiological change). That is, they are

assumed to bemost sensitive over time to AD progression. Third, com-

posites, in principle, can hurdle psychometric deficiencies of an individ-

ual test. They might reduce the ceiling and floor effects of individual

tests. They may also improve test-retest reliability insofar as they sta-

bilize variance by including a larger item pool. Finally, they may reduce

statistical problems of multiplicity.

There are several lines of argument against this view, however.

Some factor analytic and structural equation modeling studies sug-

gest that human cognitive architecture comprises multiple factors or

domains that often consist of spatial, language,memory, workingmem-

ory, and speed factors that are relatively dissociable from one another.

At the neural systems level of explanation, identification of special-

ized brain regions that support different abilities (eg, Broca’s andWer-

nicke’s regions for speech and language comprehension; the so-called
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fusiform face area, medial temporal lobe for episodic memory process-

ing, prefrontal cortex in cognitive control and executive function) have

also been identified. Thus, anymetric that combines different cognitive

domains might dilute a specific impairment or a treatment response to

said cognitive impairment. To the extent that AD initially and prefer-

entially manifests itself in the medial temporal lobe episodic memory

system, and to the extent that memory is the most robust predictor of

MCI to AD progression,31,32 combining memory tests with tests from

other domains might dilute sensitivity.

With respect to memory, we appreciate that impairment in this

domain is a diagnostic criterion for amnestic and multi-domain MCI,

subtypes most likely to progress to AD, and to AD itself in older

diagnostic systems (eg, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Men-

tal Disorders, Fourth Edition [DSM-IV]). Furthermore, post mortem

histopathology and amyloid and tau PET ligand studies have frequently

indicated substantial abnormalities in temporal lobe regions in MCI

and preclinical AD. Similarly, morphometric magnetic resonance

(MR) studies in MCI and APOE 𝜀4 carriers in mild AD have indicated

prominent atrophy in the medial temporal regions that support mem-

ory. Moreover, because memory failures can be associated directly

with loss of functional competence33 and are also associated with

symptoms that burden the caregiver, such as repetitive questioning,34

onemight reasonably focus on this domain. In addition, a treatment, be

it drug or cognitive training, might target a specific cognitive domain.

Indeed, for most experimental drugs for AD there is no logical reason

that they specifically affect those tests in a composite that show the

steepest declinewith AD. These criticisms again point to the possibility

that a composite might dilute a valid or “real” treatment effect.

It is also unclear what advantage a combined cognitive and func-

tion measure would have compared to separate cognitive and function

co-primaries. Thus, the majority of composites do not include a mea-

sure of function, although the FDA and European Medicines Agency

(EMA) have provided non-binding guidance on this.4 Perhaps the cog-

nitive and function tests could beweighted in an optimizedmanner, but

this has not been examined explicitly.

Finally, we note that in the majority of composites that we

described, memory and orientation comprised a disproportionate

number of items/tests. Although it could be argued that multiple mem-

ory measures are necessary, given the importance of this domain in

diagnosis and the fact that correlations between verbal list learning

andmemory for stories is rather low (r= .40, T. Goldberg, unpublished,

ADNI data) weighing orientation so heavily is more problematic.

Of interest, the FDA has provided additional information on use

of composites. In the context of a composite based on subscales of

an agitation inventory, they suggested that test construction should

include psychometric analyses (eg, reliability), construct validity, ability

to detect change, and use of anchor scales to define responders. (They

also noted that the studies done to obtain these data should be con-

ducted prior to confirmatory trials.) In our view, these criteria could

just as easily be applied to cognitive composites.

Beyond “validation by fire” for composites within registered, large,

phase 2 and 3 pivotal clinical trials that are personnel intensive, time-

consuming, and particularly expensive, there are better ways to gain

an understanding of how a given composite is likely to behave in

a trial. Elsewhere we suggested use of a clinical trial armature that

involves randomizing subjects to test-type (new composite vs estab-

lishedmeasure) followedby serial assessments in subjects that are sim-

ilar to AD spectrum trial patients. No treatment would be provided.

Psychometric properties could easily be deduced and contrasted with

older measures without confounding effects of interference between

measures.

In sum, this review addresses the increasing and somewhat uncrit-

ical use of composite cognitive/functional measures in early stage AD

trials, and highlights the psychometric properties of thesemeasures or

the lack of reported properties. We also note the implicit assumptions

of the composites from the standpoint of cognitive architecture; and

that these may not fit the realities of the clinical phenotypes or neuro-

biologyofAD.Finally,wenote the “back to the future”momentwherein

some composites rather resemble a reassembly ofmental status exam-

inations focusing on combining brief assessments of orientation and

memory, and with the similar strengths and limitations of such bedside

examinations.
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